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The 1994BogorDeclarationofthe Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) leaders called for "intensifying development cooperation in the
region" based on confidence that all APEC participants can contribute to
maximizing the potentialofeach economyfor sustainable economic growth
in line with its own priorities. Such contributions can be made by sharing
expertise, experience, information and technology as well as by financing
specific activities. The Osaka Agenda sets out a policy framework for such
cooperation; the Partners for Progress proposal from Japan has been
endorsed as one means of implementing some cooperative activities, and
the Government of Japan has committed 10 billion yento suchactivities.
At the same time, there is substantial uncertainty and divergence of
views among participants about the scope, or even the desirability, of
promoting development cooperation through the APEC process. There is
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considerable reluctanceeven to use the term "development cooperation"
in the context of APEC. Such reservationsare understandable in view of
the nature, motivation and implications of some past forms of "foreign aid."
But it is now time to look to the future and to make intelligent use of the
opportunity created by the new APEC process to help realize the full
potential of all Asia-Pacific economies.
TheAPEC process hasmaderemarkable progress in just a few years.
The Bogor Declaration and Osaka Action Agenda reflect a clear commit-
ment to closer economic integration of the region through the progressive
dismantling of.the remaining impediments to trade and investment.
Drawing onthe experience ofASEAN, theAPEC process hasfollowed
the guiding principles of careful consensus-building, openness, mutual
respect and mutual benefit. This has led to the evolution of a unique
Asia-Pacific approach to cooperation and firm commitments to dismantle
impediments to international economic transactions through a process of
concerted unilateral decisionmaking,which respects the autonomy of each
participant over its policies.
The next challenge is to build on the newly established habit of
consultations to create a climate of cooperation on matters going beyond
trade and investment --to define an equally innovativeAsia-Pacific model
of development cooperation basedonthe same broad principles.Todo so,
it is important to draw lessons from past experience of both economic and
technical cooperation as well as to recognize the evolving economic and
political realities of the region.With continuing rapid changes in the relative
strengthand influenceofAsia-Pacificeconomies,developmentcooperation
can no longer be seen as a one-way flow of assistance from developed to
developing economies, it has become more appropriate to see it as a
sharing or pooling of resources including experience and expertise, rather
than a transfer of financial resources.
Part One of the Osaka Action Agenda has clarified the implications of
the basic politicalcommitment to free and opentrade and investment inthe
Bogor Declaration and sets out operational guiding principles and a well-
developed strategy of implementation.,.This paper seeks to build on .theASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 3
broad concepts set out in Part Two of the Osaka Action Ag.endato clarify
the implications of the shared commitment of APEC leadersto intensify
development cooperation. Drawing on those concepts and ideas put for-
ward by the APEC Eminent Person Group and the proposal of Partners for
Progress (PFP), it is possible to set out precise objectives, guiding princi-
ples and priorities for APEC member-economies to implement a realistic
and balanced strategy for development cooperation.
Objectives and Guiding Principles
As agreedin the OsakaAction Agenda, the objectiveof development
cooperation istoenhancethecapacityforsustainable growthandequitable
developmentintheAsia-Pacificregionwhilereducingeconomicdisparities
amongAPEC economiesand improvingeconomicand socialwell-being.
Sucheffortscancontributeto community-building and facilitatethe growth
of trade and investmentinthe region.
The primary guidingprincipleisthat, in linewithAPEC's fundamental
principles,joint cooperativeactivitiesof APEC economiesshall be con-
ductedonthe basisof mutualrespect,including respectfordiversity,mutual
benefit,genuinepartnershipandconsensus-building.
Consistentwith the APEC modelof voluntarycooperation, the auton-
omyof.each APEC economywithregard to itspolicieswillbe respected.
Accordingly:
• each participant willbe encouragedtomakevoluntarycontributions
to developmentcooperation,based on the perceptionof mutual
benefit and commensuratewith its capabilities, through APEC
mechanismsand otheracceptablemeans,and
• cooperativeactivitieswill promotepoliciesand objectivesalready
agreed upon by participants,either jointly with APEC member-
economies, or individually throughtheirdomesticpolicymaking proc-
esses.
To develop an environmentfavorable to the effective operationof
marketmechanisms,developmentcooperation:4 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
• should beconsistentwith marketforces and avoidduplicatingactivi-
tieswhich can beimplemented bythe privatesectoror other pertinent
institutions;
,, should improve the efficiency of market by,among others, encour-
aging private sector to support activities which promote the objec-
tives of development cooperation; and
• should promote the efficient allocation of resources by offsetting
market failures and anticipating the implications of increasing eco-
nomic integration of Asia-Pacific economies.
Priorities
In assessingthe consistency and meritsof proposalsfor cooperation,
it is imperativeto have some guidingprinciplesand criteriafor setting
priorities:
To help builda sense of community amongAsia-Pacificeconomies,
priorityshouldbe givento developmentcooperationactivitieswhich:
• are perceivedto bemutuallybeneficial toall members,
• draw contributions fromseveralparticipants,
• generatewidelyspreadbenefits,and
• inprinciple,areopentosubsequentinvolvement ofnonmembers and
demonstrate a serious commitmentto contributeand share the
benefitof cooperativeactivities.
Tohelprealizethe sustainablegrowthpotentialofAsia-Pacificecono-
mies,APEC's cooperative effortsshouldConcentrate onactivitieswhich:
• develop humanresource,
• enhanceinstitutional capacities,and
• strengthenthe technological capabilitiesof Asia-Pacificeconomies.
Particularemphasiswillbe onactivitieswhich:
• contributetosafeguardingthe region'senvironment,and
• enhancethe prospects forprivateinvestmentineconomicinfrastruc-
ture.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 5
Recognizingthepotentialcontributionofprogress towardfreeandopen
trade and investment to the welfare of all Asia-Pacific economies, priority
will be given to activities which:
• enhance the capacity of APEC member-economies to implement
policies to facilitate or liberalize trade and investment, and
• help Asia-Pacific economies to anticipate the net benefitsand adjust
to the implications of closer economic integration.
Accountability





• a positivebalanceof benefitsovercost,and
• provisions toensureeffectivemanagementsuchaspromoting trans-
parency and competitiveprocurement,and avoidingdistortionof
marketsignals.
Consistentwiththeguidingprincipleof market-consistency, priority will
be givento providing pub/ic goods, withemphasisonthosewhich:
• helptoidentifyopportunities fortradeand investmentcreatedbythe
progressiveeliminationof impedimentsto !nternationaleconomic
transactionsinthe region,
• deal with any potential negative consequences(externalities)of
progressively closereconomicintegration, and
• improvethe operationof markets.
Toavoid duplication, prioritywillbegivento publicgoodswhicharenot
expectedto be suppliedby the privatesectoror by existingprogramsor
institutions involvedin promotingdevelopmentcooperation.
Topromotethe integration of the business/private sectorinthe coop-
erationprocessas well as to involve,wheneverpossible,, other pertinent6 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINEDEVELOPMENT
institutions, the designof cooperative activities to becollectively promoted
should seek to:
• set examples to befollowed by others, and
reduce impediments to the pursuitof such activities.
A Strategic Choice for APEC
To promote development cooperation, APEC member-economies
could chooseto concentratetheir collectiveefforts onsetting upnewAPEC
mechanisms. They could also use the unique advantages of the APEC
process to involve the private sector and to optimize the effectiveness of
existingprogramsofdevelopmentcooperation,Thechoice isnot amutually
exclusive one, but a matter of balance.
There is certainly scopeto continue in the direction already indicated
in the Osaka Action Agenda which is to select and initiate some activities
to be sponsored and funded directly through APEC channels. At the same
time, once an Asia-Pacific model of developmentcooperation is defined, it
will be easier for member-economies to encourage cooperative activities
which are also consistent with the model to befinanced and administered
through other channels. Such a complementary effort can, over time,
achievean increasingly coherent approach to developmentcooperation so
that all agencies canwork towardthe enhancementofthe region'spotential
for sustainable growth. Such is in line with APEC's fundamental principles
of mutual benefit and mutual respect.
At the outset, it may appearto bemore manageableto concentrate on
new mechanismssuch as the Partners for Progress (PFP) conceptwhich
are, by their nature, bound to follow the shared objectives of APEC.
However, relying too heavily on activities financed through new APEC
mechanisms carries several risks.
On the one hand,the scope of activities supported directly through the
PFP (or other mechanisms)could remain very limited, with token amounts
committed to them possibly diverted from other programs. On the other
hand, Asia-Pacific governments could commit substantial resources to
cooperative activities implemented through new APEC mechanisms. ButASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 7
this wouldlead, inevitably, to the creation of another large international
bureaucracy. The task of managing such program would also divert the
attention of APEC committees and working groups from their originally
envisaged role of policy-oriented consultations and would risk the emer-
gence "donor" and "recipient" caucuses within APEC.
These risks can be managed if APEC adopts a modest but strategic
approach; this involves recognizing that the challenge of realizing the
sustainablegrowth potentialofthe region's economies ismuch greaterthan
the resources directly available to APEC decisionmakers. In particular, the
need for investment in economic infrastructure iswell beyond the reachof
the combined capacity of all public savings.
Accordingly, APEC member-economies need to see their collective
development cooperation challenge as more than simply initiating some
new cooperative activities through new channels. They can be more
effective by selecting cooperative activities which can catalyze more effec-
tive contributions from others. These would set examples which could be
followed by the-private sector and other agencies and/or reduce impedi-
mentsto their moreeffectivecontributionto realizingthe economic potential
of all Asia-Pacific economies.
Such a strategy can avoid the creation of a new APEC "aid bureauc-
racy."Thecollective focus ofAPEC member-economieswould beto supply
carefully selected,strategic,regional publicgoodsto createanenvironment
in which:
° more of the vast pool of private savings being generated within the
region is steered, through sensible policies and market signals, into
capacity-building investments to boost the growth potential of Asia-
Pacific economies; and
* all existing, aswell as anynew,government-sponsored programson
development cooperation support the objectives outlined earlier, in
ways which are consistentwith the objectives and guiding principles
of a newAsia-Pacific modelof development cooperation.8 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
APEC'S MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES
At the 1994 meeting in Bogor, Indonesia, APEC leaders set out the
objectives of cooperation as follows:
• strengthening the open multilateraltrading system,
° achieving free and open trade and investment in the Asia-Pacific
region through facilitation and liberalization, and
° intensifyingdevelopment cooperation in the region.
Up to now,the focus has beenon the secondobjective, with consider-
able success. Target dates for free and open trade and investment have
been set, the principles of facilitation and liberalization have been agreed
on and implementation is under way. The initiatives announced in Osaka
are worthwhile initial down paymentstoward realizingthe Bogor vision.
These achievements provide the basis for closer cooperation among
Asia-Pacific governments to set the global economic agenda. The first
meetingof World TradeOrganization (WTO) Ministers in Singapore in late
• 1996,just afterAPEC's meeting in Subic, Philippines,can bean important
opportunity for APEC to provide collectiw-,leadership. Inaddition, to attain
a better balance among APEC's multiple objectives, member-economies
now need to find ways of promoting substantive economic and technical
cooperation. PhilippinePresidentFidelV. Ramos,in hisletterinvitingAPEC
leaders to the t996 meeting, emphasized the need for APEC to promote
development cooperation among its diverse participants.
APEC has already succeeded in fostering the habit of dialogue on a
wide range of economic policy issues. The next challenge is to create a
culture of cooperation on economic issues beyond trade and investment.
To help meet the challenge, this paper proposes a conceptual framework
of anAsia-Pacific model of development cooperation.
In the Osaka Action Agenda APEC defined a unique approach to
facilitating and liberalizing trade and investment -- an Asia-Pacific model
suited to the economic and political realities of a dynamic, but diverse
region. This model, based on concerted unilateral decisionmaking, recog-
nizesthe voluntary natureof the APEC processaswell as the autonomy ofASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 9
each participantto determine its own policies.Thetime hascome to create
a correspondingly imaginative modelto givesubstanceto the shareddesire
to promote development cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region.
In proposing such a model, this paper draws on the early experience
of theAPEC processandonthe experience ofASEAN which haspioneered
effective cooperation among Asia-Pacific governments. The model also
draws on the extensiveexperience of economic and technical cooperation
involving APEC participants, including programs of bilateral assistance,
multilateral development agenciesand the work of nongovernment organi-
zations (NGOs).
The preparation of this paper has also benefited considerably from
some recent thinking on development cooperation among APEC partici-
pants, particularly the concepts and possible mechanisms set out in the
1995 Report of the APEC Eminent Persons Group and Japan's 1995
Partners for Progress (PFP) proposal. Their contributions are already
reflected in the Osaka Action Agenda.
The recommendationsof this paper canbe regardedas anelaboration
of Part Two of the Osaka Action Agenda, in some cases drawing directly
onits essential elements, inorderto giveoperationalcontent tothe concept
of development cooperation, involving both economic and technical coop-
eration in the Asia-Pacific region.
OBJECTIVES OF DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
The ultimateobjectiveofall ofAPEC'seffort istofostera growingsense
of community within the Asia-Pacific region based on the ideals of mutual
respect and mutual benefit. Based on consensus-building and trust, the
regions' economies will be confident to commit themselves voluntarily to
shared goals and increasingly convergent approaches that promote eco-
nomic growth and closer integration of their economies.
Development cooperation can make an important contribution to this
goal byhelpingeach economyto realizeits potential forsustainable growth.10 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
That, in turn, will further reduce the existing economic disparities and
enhance economic and social well-being throughout the region.
The potential for sustainable growth ofAsia-Pacific economiescan be
increased by improving the availability and efficiency of economic infra-
structure and byenhancingtheir institutionalandtechnological capacity.As
noted in the Osaka Action Agenda, such efforts will facilitate the growth of
trade and investment, help achieve theBogor targets for dismantling
impedimentsto trade and investmentin the region,and helpall participants
to anticipate, then respond positively to the many implications of closer
economic integration.
Based on the formulation adopted in the Osaka Action Agenda which
contains these themes, the objective of development cooperation among
APEC participants can be summarized as follows:
APEC economies will pursue development cooperation in
order to enhance the capacity for sustainable growth and
equitabledevelopment in the Asia-Pacific region,whilereduc-
ing economic disparities among APEC economies and im-
proving economic and social well-being. Such efforts can
contribute to community-building and facilitate the growth of
trade and investment in the region.
This is a..challengingcombination of ambitions for development coop-
eration. Itwill not beachieved simply by pledging more money.The history
of economic development has demonstrated that cooperation -- pooling
knowledge,sharing information,experiences andexpertise--can enhance
the capacity for sustainable economic growth more effectively than trans-
fers of financial resources.
Recentdecades have alsoseena remarkableriseinthe shareofglobal
production and trade of Asia-Pacific economies, combined with radical
changes inthe relativeeconomicstrengthofeconomiesinthe region.These
changes are expected to continue, and they will translate, inevitably, to
changes in relative political influence. Within the region, massive changesASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 11
are anticipated as all aspects of APECwill evolve. Globally, APEC has the
potential to exercise considerable collective leadership in shaping the
international economic agenda of the 21st century.APEC member-econo-
mies, therefore, have the opportunity and the responsibilityto lead the way
through a newapproach to development cooperation.
It isimperativeto complete the breakfrom past modesofdevelopment
which, at times, have been driven by a combination of charity, ideology,
security alliance, short-term commercialinterests and donors'wish to exert
leverage over the policies of recipients. These facets of past foreign aid
have made it difficultto presenta newconcept ofdevelopment cooperation
which can suit the APEC process-- it has madeeven the useof the term
"development cooperation" almost impossible.
All these considerations imply that the new Asia-Pacific model of
development cooperation needs a solid conceptual framework built on
agreed uponguiding principles,prioritiesand astrategicapproachto ensure
that cooperation fosters a genuine sense of community and generate
mutualeconomic benefits.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The fundamentalguidingprinciplesofAPEC,setout in the SeoulAPEC
Declaration and in subsequent joint statements of economic leaders, can
be summarized as openness, equality and evolution.
° Opennessreflectsthe conceptofopenregionalismto promoteglobal
as well as regional welfare. This implies that APEC should, in
principle, beopen to new participantswith a serious commitment to
cooperation. It also impliesthat decisions to promote the objectives
ofAPEC should be transparent and avoid discrimination.
o.Equafity implies that activities should be of mutual benefit to all
participants, combined with respect for diversity within the region.
• Evolution reflects a gradual, pragmatic and sustained process of
voluntary cooperation within which substantive cooperation can
evolve through consensus-building12 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
These principlesunderlie all successful cooperationinthe Asia- Pacific
region. They have beenreflected inthe natureofASEAN and in the Pacific
Economic CooperationCouncil (PECC).Adherenceto t.heseprincipleshas
made possible APEC's remarkably successful evolution since its estab-
lishment in 1989 and the creation of a unique Asia-Pacific model for
achieving free and open trade and investment. The leaders of APEC now
have the opportunity to create a correspondingly innovative model for
promoting development cooperation, basedon the same ideals.
Accordingly, the primaryguiding principlefor developmentcooperation
can beexpressed as:
In linewith APEC's fundamental principles, development co-
operation promotedbyAPEC economieswillbe conductedon
the basis of mutual respect, including respect for diversity,
mutual benefit, genuine partnershipand consensus-building.
RESPECT FORDIVERSITY
APEC is a voluntary process of cooperation which recognizes the
autonomy of each APEC member-economy over its policy decisions.
Effectiveconsultations and consensus-buildingcanencourageparticipants
to adoptshared objectives andto make coordinatedor concerted decision-
making to achieve them. Concerted unilateral decisionmaking can be
applied to promote development cooperation and to the facilitation and
liberalization of trade and investment.
Under this model, each APEC participant decides whether to be
involved in any cooperative activities, either through any APEC mecha-
nismswhich may beestablished orthrough other meansincluding bilateral,
multilateral or nongovernmental channels. At the same time, APEC con-
sultations can encourage such activities to be designed and managed in
ways which are consistent with objectives and guiding principles jointly
endorsed by APEC participants. In practical terms, this will mean the
adoptionof compatibleobjectives and increasinglyconverging procedures.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 13
These, in turn, can open up new options for development cooperation,
possibly includingjoint operations among participantsat all levels of devel-
opment.
Mutualrespect will needto be nurturedcarefully.APEC not only needs
to cope with the current reality of large disparities in income and techno-
logical capacity but also has to anticipate major changes in economic
structures and relativestrengths. In such a complex environment, genuine
respect for diversity within the region is essentialfor the survival of APEC.
Greatcarewill beneededto avoidthe erosionofmutualrespect ineconomic
and technical cooperation due to current perceptions that some are more
technologically or economically advanced than the others.
Ifthere is to be genuine mutual respect, itwill beimportant to focus on
activities where each participant makes a genuine contribution, commen-
surate with its capabilities. Such contributions need not be financial: it is
moreappropriateto seetheAsia-Pacific modelofdevelopmentcooperation
as a sharing or pooling of resources, with emphasis on sharing of experi-
ences, expertise and information rather than a transfer of resources from
richto pooreconomies.
Development cooperation along these lines would be consistent with
the concept of "pooling resources,"which has been developed byASEAN
to guide their cooperative activities, setting a valuable precedentfor coop-
eration among developing economies. Such pooling of resources does not
involve setting up a common fund or a new bureaucracy. It is more
appropriately described (as in the original research proposal for Partners
for Progress) as "diverse participants working collectively, pooling their
respective strengths to help sustain and enhance the dynamism of each
economy and the region as a whole."
Mutualrespect alsosuggestsfocus onactivitieswhereeach participant
perceives substantive long-term benefitsin terms of increased potential for
sustainable growth. Thereare many potentialactivities, includingcollective
efforts to reduce the negative impact ofexpandingeconomic activityon the
region's environment, which are in the long-term, in the interest of all Asia-
Pacific economies. Such activities need to be distinguished from "assis-14 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
tance" sometimes designed to yield short-term commercial advantage to
donors.
Justas important,mutualrespectalso impliesthatcooperative activities
encouraged through APEC should promotethe achievement ofthe agreed
objectives and policies of participants, while respecting the autonomy of
each Asia-Pacific government over its economic policies. In some cases,
these will be shared objectives, arrived at through a consensus using the
APEC process. In other cases, they will reflect purely domestically deter-
mined objectives. In both cases, the role of cooperation among APEC
participants will be to support objectives already agreed on. Again, such
development cooperation must be clearly distinguished from "assistance"
whereaid recipients implementpolicies thatare in linewith the preferences
of donors.
Todeal with theseimportant as well as sensitive issues, it isessential
togive precise operationalmeaningto APEC's principlesof mutualrespect
and voluntary cooperation. Thus, a second guiding principle can be ex-
pressed as follows:
Consistentwith the APEC modelofvoluntaryeconomic coop-
eration,the autonomy ofeachAPEC economy overits policies
will be respected.Accordingly,
• each participantwill beencouraged to make voluntarycon-
tributions to development cooperation, based on a percep-
tion of mutual benefit and commensurate with their
capabilities, through APEC mechanisms as well as other
means; and
• cooperative activities should promote policies and objec-
tives already agreed upon by participants, either jointly
through the APEC, or individually through their domestic
policy-making processes.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 15
"MARKET-FRIENDLY" DEVELOPMENTCOOPERATION
The recent rapid rise of livingstandardsin the region has been made
possible by sensible economic policies and a willingness to adapt to
changing economic circumstances. Butthe driving force has been private
sectorinitiative in responseto marketforces.Inthis context,it makessense
for any development cooperation promotedthrough APEC to be "market-
friendly," neither seeking to do what can be done through markets, nor
distorting pricesor other market signalsto divert trade or investment.
Accordingly, the focus should be on Carefullyidentifying those public
goods which are not likelyto besupplied adequately in responseto market
forces. Experience hasshown that it is not easyto distinguish such public
goods.Manyfacilitiesand servicespreviouslysuppliedbygovernmentscan
be efficiently supplied by the privatesector if governments act astutely to
set appropriate market signalsand to improve the efficiency of markets.
Even within publicgoods,it make senseto identifythosewhich require
the collective, as against individual, attention of APEC. As economies
become increasingly interdependent, it becomes difficult to distinguish
between international and domestic economic policies. Correspondingly,
most public goods provided by governments influence both domestic
economic activity and international economic transactions.
Some public goods, such as education and health services, can be
supplied by individual governments. Other publicgoods, suchas the rules
and disciplinesof internationaltrade, or APEC'sown guidingprinciplesand
objectives, can only be provided by explicit cooperation among govern-
ments. In most cases, as in improving transport and telecommunications
infrastructure,publicgoodscan beprovidedby individualgovernments,but
•their efficiency can be improved by cooperation among governments; for
example, through the mutual recognition or harmonization of standards or
greater convergence in approachesto commercial regulations.
Even where collective efforts of Asia-Pacific economies appear to be
warranted, it need not follow that such activities need to be promoted
through new APEC mechanisms. There are already a vast number of16 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
bilateral, multilateral and nongovernmental programs of development co-
operation in the region and it would be ineffecient for APEC to duplicate
existing channels. Wherecertaintypes of internationalpublicgoodsappear
to be inadequate, it is sensible to examine whether the gaps could be met
by enhancing the capacity or refining the terms of reference of existing
channels or by creating or expanding APEC mechanisms.
APEC faces a strategic choice between acting asa catalyst to optimize
the effectiveness of existing programs of development cooperation and
setting upnew channels.As discussed inthe succeedingparagraphs, such
a combination is possible. In order to devise a strategic approach and to
set priorities for the types of development cooperation which APEC can
sensibly promote through collective efforts, it will be essential to agree on
a succint and operational guiding principle that reflect the need for effi-
ciency,along the following lines:
In pursuing cooperation, APEC member-economies will de-
velop an environment favorable to the effective operation of
market mechanisms, involving and integrating the busi-
ness/private sector and other pertinent institutions involved
in cooperative activities. Accordingly, development coopera-
tion should:
• be consistent with market forces and avoid duplication
activities which can be implemented by the private sector
or other pertinent institutions;
• improve the efficiency of markets by encouraging private
sector support of activitieswhich promotethe objectives of
development cooperation; and
• promote the efficient allocation of resources, by offsetting
market failures and anticipatingthe implicationsof increas-
ing economic integration of Asia-Pacific economies.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 17
SETTING PRIORITIES
The potential scope for both economic and technical cooperation is
vast. The Osaka Action Agenda has identified 13specific areas for coop-
eration, namely:
1. human resource development
2. industrial science and technology




71 telecommunications and information
8. tourism
9. trade and investment data
10. trade promotion
11. marine resource conservation
12. fisheries
13. agricultural technology
Nearly 200 activities have already been proposed in these fields to
supplement other activities already being pursued by other development
cooperation agenciesactive in the region.
Ifcollectiveeffortsthrough APECaretomakea substantivecontribution
andavoid duplication, itis urgentto setclearpriorities andtoselectactivities
which merit supportthrough APEC mechanisms. These priorities, derived




• free and open trade and investment,
• accountability,
• contribution to public goods,
• avoiding duplication of existing programs,and18 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
• integrating the privatesector and other pertinent institutions intothe
cooperation process.
Thefollowing discussionsproposeoperationalcriteriafor assessingthe
consistency of proposals for economic or technical cooperation with these
seven broad priorities. It also sets the stage for a discussion of strategic
choices to be madeand their administrative implications.
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Cooperative activitieswith potentialto improve sustainable growth are
more likely to foster a sense of community among APEC member-econo-
mies than activities which are perceived to bea sacrifice of resources by
some economies to benefit others. In practice, the potential cost and
benefitsof activities to particular participants are very difficult to predict. It
follows that a sense of balance of benefits, which is certainly needed for
community-building, is more likely to be achieved if activities involve con-
tributions from severalparticipants, broadly commensuratewith their capa-
bilities, and from which many participantscan benefit.
A sense of community,and a balance of contributions is more likely to
be sustained if the sharing of practical experiences and information are
valued along with those of cashor equipment.
.Correspondingly, community building is more likely to be fostered by
the widespread sharing of expertise and practical approaches and by
solving shared policy problemsthan by financingthe construction of physi-
cal facilities.
For example, a proposal to share "best practice" technologies for
minimizingthe environmental damage of increasedelectric powergenera-
tions by sharing application experiences and selection of methods seems
consistent with APEC's idea of community building. While "best practice'i
technology may have been developed in some particular economies,
practicalexperiences in adaptingand applyingsuchtechnologiestospecific
conditionscanbeshared byall member-economiesl Sucha proposalwould
appear to be more consistent with fostering a sense of community than aASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 19
proposal by one government to pay for the installation of environmental
control machinery in a plant in one particular economy.
Currently, most cooperative activities pursued by APEC are targeted
on particular developing economies, either bilaterally by a development
agency of a single donor, or channelled through regional or multilateral
institutions such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB). To enhance the
potential for community building while minimizing the risk of duplication,
APEC should rely on its newly developed comparativeadvantage of facili-
tatingcollective actions among its members.Accordingly, it will besensible
to use any newAPEC mechanismto promote "plurilaterar' activities which
involve contributions from several economies and can benefit as many
participants as possible.
Some programsof training and technology sharing_drawingon practi-
cal experiences of bothdevelopedanddevelopingeconomies,canconform
well to this priority. A recent proposal for training in the administration of
industrialproperty rightsfor consideration underthe PFP initiative involves
training by experts from developed and developing economies, and all
member-economies canrecommend peopleto betrained. Such anactivity
meritfurther considerationsince itcontributes toAPEC's priorityof fostering
a sense of community in the region. On the other hand, proposals to train
peoplefromjust oneeconomy bytrainersfrom a singledevelopedeconomy
may be best left to other agencies.
Especially in its early years, it would be sensible for cooperative
activities to focus on APEC member-participants. At the same time, con-
sistent with the spirit of open regionalism, the promotion of developmenl
cooperation within APEC should not put nonmembers at a disadvantage
particularly developing economies in APEC's neighborhood, such as the
Pacific Island nations.
At the outset, it will be important to avoid creating a perception of
diversion of attention. APEC participants should not bediscouraged frorr
maintaining or expanding their cooperation with nonmembers througl"
already existing channels. Once experience in implementing activitie,,
promoted through the APEC processis gained, it should also be possibl_20 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
to involve some of APEC's neighbors, including those economies which
may subsequently participate in the process. Training courses would be
designed to be open, in principle, to nonparticipants who demonstrate
serious interest in sharing their abilities.This way, economic and technical
cooperation promotedbyAPEC canencouragean inclusive,not exclusive,
sense of community.
Summing up, the contribution of proposed cooperative activities to
APEC's priority on community building can be assessed according to the
following criteria:
To help build a sense of community among Asia-Pacific
economies, priorityshould be givento development coopera-
tion activities which:
• are perceivedto be beneficialto all members;
• draw on contributions from several participants;
• generate widespread benefits, enhancing the sustainable
growth potentialof manyAsia-Pacific economies; and ,
• are, in principle, open to subsequent involvement of non-
meberswho demonstrateaserious commitment to contrib-
ute and to share the benefit of cooperativeactivities,
SUSTAINABLEDEVELOPMENT
There are many constraints to an economy's potentialfor sustainable





• other natural resources
• financial resources and
• environmental constraints.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 21
Development cooperationcanease these constraintsbut the proposed
guiding principles can help focus attention on constraints where collective
efforts of APEC member-economies appearto be most needed.
For example, there are considerable opportunities for cooperative
activities inthe areaof enhancinghuman resourcesand institutionalaswell
as technological capacity. It is not surprising that the largest number of
proposals for cooperative activities to be promoted through the APEC
process are inthe field of human resourcedevelopment.The Osaka Action
Agenda (Part Two, Section B) listsmany proposalsfor sharing information,
experience and expertise. Some of these are proposals for regionwide
exchanges of peopleand training, such as the APEC Business Volunteer
Program and regionwide training in the administration of product, process
standards and intellectualpropertyrights.Inaddition, manyofthe proposals
listed under other specific areas such as transport, energy and economic
infrastructure are ideas for human resource development, combined with
cooperation to strengthen institutions and to disseminate more efficient
and/or more compatible technology.
One interesting proposal listed under "economic infrastructure" and
based on recommendations made by the APEC Eminent Persons Group,
is to:
compile best practices for use as benchmaking in the examination
of the respective roles ofpublic and business/private sectors, and
developing guidelines on infrastructure investment to ensure a
more transparent and coherent environment for the business/pri-
vate sector.
Such activities can lead to the strengthening of institutionalcapacity to
absorb new technology and improve the efficiency of market (including
capital markets) to encourage private sector investmentin economic infra-
structure.
Many of the proposals for human resource development and for
strengthening institutional capacity and technology capability should also22 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
serve to ease environmental constraints on sustainable growth. These
include a proposal:
to improve environmental performances through expanded pro_
grams in the field of clean coal technology, renewable energy
resources and end-useenergy conservation measures,leading to
the exploration of cooperative multilateral programs to reduce
climate change concerns, such as demonstration projects which
lead tojoint implementation.
For each Asia-Pacific economy, the adequacyof economic infrastruc-
ture depends on a combination of factors, including:
• the ability to anticipate requirements,
• the efficiency of operating existing infrastructure,
• the efficiency of capital markets, and
• the financial capacity to invest in infrastructure facilities.
The first three factors can beaddressed through cooperative activities
to enhance humanresources, technologyand institutions.The lastyetvery
.importantfactor depends largely on the ability to attract privateinvestment
intoeconomic infrastructure.
Financial assistance, some of which is currently channelled through
bilateral aid programs and multilateral development agencies, contributes
to investment in infrastructure facilities. Financing the physical infrastruc-
ture of any Asia-Pacific economy will benefit other economies, but this is
not the kind of activity which tends to involve collective action by many
governmeritsorto contributetoa perceptionofbenefitsspreadeitherwidely
or evenly among participants.
Perhaps even more important, public investment cannot match .the
demand for additional facilities ranging from harbors, airport, power gen-
eration and distribution,water and sanitation which will be needed to cope
with the explosive growthof productionand trade inthe Asia-Pacific region.
During the next few decades, the amount needed for such investmentwill
greatlyexceedthe likelyavailabilityofdomesticpublic savingsor ofexternal
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tion agencies. The bulk of the finance needed for new infrastructure will
have to be mobilized from private savings, from a combination of domestic
and international sources.
Asia-Pacific governments can play a catalytic role in meeting this
challenge, by drawing onthe collectiveexperience of member-economies.
Recent experience confirms that, with an appropriate policy environment,
a considerably greater proportionof the physical infrastructure needed in
the regioncan befinanced from privatesources. Sharingexperiences about
policy options on ownership (including build-operate-transfer options), fi-
nancing instruments (e.g., the development of long-term bond market),
rational approaches to regulation, risk-sharing and pricing of outputs such
as power and telecommunications, as well as design and tendering proce-
dures, can create a very useful pool of knowledge. Any APEC member
economy could draw from this information to create a favorable policy
environment for attracting private investment in physical infrastructure.
Since long lead-times are involved in major infrastructure projects,
there is also considerable time for APEC member-economies to pool
information and forecast demand for infrastructure in order to alert the
private sector of newand potential commercially viable investment oppor-
tunities.
International economic cooperation can ease some financial con-
straints on sustainable growth. Examples include making external savings
available to cope with balance-of-payments crises due to unexpected
fluctuations in the prices of natural resourcesor essential consumer goods,
or disruptions of production due to natural disasters. At the same time,
transferring financial resources to meet such needs is not conductive to
generating a genuine perception of mutual benefit or respect; it is also
difficultto achievea wider spread ofbenefits. Moreover,transferring money
does not require collective decisionmaking. Any collective effort is, in
practice, likely to lead to "pledging sessions" and concerns over "burden-
sharing," neither ofwhich is consistentwith the underlyingguiding principle
of voluntary cooperation. It would, therefore, seem consistent with the
objectives and guiding principles of APEC to leave purely financial assis-24 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
tance to other programs and institutions and to concentrate collective




• develop human resources,
• enhance institutional capacities, and
• strengthen the technological capability of Asia-Pacific
economies.
Particular emphasiswill be on activitieswhich:
• contribute tOsafeguarding the region'senvironment, and •
• enhance the prospects for private investment in economic
infrastructure.
FREE AND OPENTRADE AND INVESTMENT
The Osaka Action Agenda makes it clear that implementing many
aspects of facilitating and liberalizing trade investment can be supported
effectively by programs of economic and technical cooperation. Human
resources development, combined with strengthening institutional and
technological capability,cancontribute tothe capacity tocopewith the legal
and administrative aspects of important proposals, including prospects for
the mutual recognition of a wide range of product and process standards
or the harmonization of customs procedures.
PartOne of the Osaka Action Agenda, which dealswith facilitation and
liberalization, listsseveral proposalsfor collectiveactionswhich involvethe
collection and sharing of information and training. Sample proposals in-
clude:ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 25
• developing and maintaining an APEC database of both tariff and
nontariff impediments to free and opentrade and investment;
• training to promote the harmonization of customs valuation proce-
dures;
• training in the administrative implications of protecting intellectual
property rights; and
• strengthening the capacity of member-economies to develop and
implement competition policies.
PartTwo of the Osaka Action Agenda also contains manyproposals to
support the reduction of impediments to international economic transac-
tions in the region, ranging from:
• training courses on standards and conformance;
• sharing information and expertise on aviation and maritime safety
and security to help increase the efficiency of transport facilities;
• training on fostering competition and prospects for private sector
involvement in telecommunications; and
• developing a regionwide Tradeand Investment Data Database and
providing training in the use and maintenanceof the system.
Similar proposals are expected to emerge as further initiatives for
facilitating trade and investmentget underway. Butcapacity for implemen-
tation is not the only constraint to rapid progress toward the agreed 2010
and 2020targets forfreeand opentrade and investment.Specificdecisions
on some aspects of both liberalization and facilitation will prove difficultfor
some governments dueto insufficientcommunityappreciation ofthe poten-
tial benefits of changes combined with apprehension about the short-term
costs of adjustment particularly in sectorswhichwill face additional Compe-
tition. There is ample evidence from international experience, especially
from the recent experience of East Asia and other economies, on the
considerable long-term net benefitsfrom policies to enhance competition.
However, it is not easy to presentsuch evidence to affected sectors so as
to reduce opposition.
The experience of several economies inthe region, includingAustralia
and Korea, hasshownthat resistanceof vested interestscan beoffsetover26 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
time bypresentingprofessionalanalysesofthe expectedbenefitsandcosts
of proposed policy changes and holding public discussion of such analy-
ses.Accordingly,realizingthe visionof freeand opentrade and investment
in the Asia-Pacific can be facilitated by strengthening the institutional
capacity of all participants for such analysis, The existence of APEC
provides a new opportunity for sharing analytical techniques. Policy dia-
logue among APEC participants can also spread knowledge about the
various experiences of implementing policiesto facilitate or liberalize trade
and investment including the net benefits of policy reforms and policy
measures adopted in various situations to help ease adjustments due to
increased competition.
Recognizing the potential contribution of "progress toward
free and open trade and investment" to the welfare of all
Asia-Pacific economies, priority will be given to activities
which:
• enhance the capacity of APEC to implement policies that
facilitate or liberalize trade and investment;and
• help Asia-Pacific economies to anticipate the net benefits
and adjustto the implications of closer economic integra-
tion.
ACCOUNTABILITY
APEC needs to accountfor the way it allocates available resources.
This implies that all cooperative activities collectively supported by APEC
member-economies should have well-defined objectives, with an explicit
timetable for completion. It will also be essential to demonstrate that
proposed activities will ,be implemented cost-effectively and can be ex-
pected to lead to net benefits.
Cost-effectiveness,in turn,requirestransparent proceduresfor procur-
ing input and selecting staff in ways which seek to maximize competition.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 27
Itwill, therefore, beessential to avoid measures which mightlimit competi-
tion or divert trade or investment. As emphasized by the APEC Eminent
Persons Group (1995):
Projects that lead to any member-economy gaining
unfair advantage over others are inimical to efficient markets and
should be avoided.
In practice, this meansavoiding distortions of market signals through
measures suchas subsidiesto firms from selectedeconomiesor restrictive
and/or preferential rules of procurement. These can be summarized as
follows:
For a responsible pursuit of the shared objective of develop-
ment cooperation, activities supported collectively by APEC
should have:
• explicit objectives and timetables;
• performance criteria which can be monitored;
• a positive balance of benefits over costs;
• provisionto ensureeffective management;such as promot-
ing transparency and competitive procurement and avoid-




be supplied adequately, either in response to market forces, or by other
programs or institutionsfor development cooperation.
By their nature, publicgoods are designed to deal with market failures
or to copewith the "externalities" or sideeffects of market-driveneconomic
activity. To avoid duplication, it would make sense for APEC to focus its
collective efforts on those market failures which may stand in the way of28 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
closer economic integration through trade or investment and on externali-
ties. These are not all policy issues. Practical problems of transport or
communications can be exacerbated by APEC reformswhich promote
trade and investment.
Economic cooperation among member-economiescan help anticipate
some implications expected from an acceleration of trade due to the
reduction of impediments. Such expansion will create commercially viable
opportunities for privatesector investment in economic infrastructure, par-
ticularly intransportation and telecommunications,but it may bedifficultfor
markets to anticipate these opportunities. It may also be difficult for the
private sector to respondto these opportunitiesdue to the weaknesses of
long-term capital markets; such market failures can be eased by sharing
experience and expertise. At the same time, it will be important to distin-
guish activities to strengthen marketsfrom dealing with just the syml_toms
of market failure, avoiding attempts to supply goods or services which,
under different policies or with better information,could be supplied bythe
privatesector.
Examples ofcooperation activitiesto dealwith negativeexternalities of
increased economic activity include proposals, already under considera-
tion, to share technology so as to reduce the negative impactof economic
growth on the region's environment;.,for example, where international
cooperation is neededto cope with cross-border pollution.
Consistent with the guiding principle of market-consistency,
cooperative activitiessupported bycollective efforts of APEC
should give priorityto providing public goods,with emphasis
on those which:
• help to identify opportunities for trade and investments
created by the progressive elimination of impediments to
internationaleconomic transaction in the region;ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 29
A,dealwith any potential negative consequences (externali-
ties) of progressivelycloser economic integration; and
• improve the operation of markets.
AVOIDING DUPLICATION
There isawide rangeofactivities alreadyunderway inthe regionwhich
are supported by NGOsor directly by governments. The majority ofAPEC
member-economies have their own bilateral cooperation programs and
contribute to regional or multilateral institutionsfor cooperation suchas the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), the World Bank or ADB.
Many of these have large organizations concerned with selecting, imple-
menting and evaluating cooperative activities. Noneof the APEC member-
economies wishes to duplicate these activities or to create another "aid
bureaucracy."
This suggests considerable caution before APEC commits itself to
support new proposalsfor economic or technical cooperationthrough any
new APEC mechanisms. It is certainly important to assess whether such
activitiesare already beingpromoted by others. It follows that:
Toavoidduplicationin selectingpublicgoods whoseavailabil-
ity may be improved through the collective efforts of APEC
member-economies, priority should be given to those public
goods which are not expected to be supplied by existing
programs or institutions of development cooperation.
INTEGRATING THE PRIVATESECTOR
AND OTHER PERTINENT INSTITUTIONS
As already discussed,supplying the economic infrastructure, such as
transportand powergeneration, neededto copewith the anticipatedgrowth
of production and trade is well beyond the collective capacity of APEC.30 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
Therefore, it is not sensible for governments to "compete" with the private
sector. However, there is considerable room for governments to work
together and understand why private sector investment in infrastructure
may fall shortof needs.It shouldalso be possibletofind ways of promoting
such investment by identifying likely opportunities, improving the policy
environment or strengthening the operation of capital markets.
Correspondingly,somethingmore could bedone than merely avoiding
duplication of activities supported through APEC mechanisms (such as
Partners for Progress)and those from existing programs or institutions. A
more positive approach is to take advantage of the fact that the APEC
process itself has opened up opportunities for development cooperation,
and may continue todoso,that gowell beyondactivitieswhich are pursued
directly through APEC mechanisms.
There isroom enoughto encourageotheragenciestotake upactivities
which have been identified as in line with APEC's objectives and guiding
principles for development cooperation. This is not simply a matter of
identifying new ideas and "marketing" them to existing program or institu-
tions. It would be more appropriate and useful to assess the reasonswhy
suchactivitiesare not beingpromotedadequatelyby otherinstitutions,then
look for ways to encouragetheir promotion.
Therefore, in selecting activities for collective support, APEC could
look for proposals which do not duplicate others and designed to set
examples which could befollowed by others or reduce impedimentswhich
may currently prevent others from supporting such opportunities for eco-
nomic or technical cooperation.
Accordingly:
Topromote the integrationof the business/private sector into
the cooperation process and to involve, wherever possible,
other pertinent institutions, the design of cooperative activi-
tiesto be promotedcollectively byAPEC member-economies
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• set examples which could be followed by others, and
• reduce impediment in the pursuit of cooperative activities,
These Criteria, in turn, provided the basis of an APEC strategy to
mobilize additional resources to help realize the sustainable growth poten-
tial of Asia-Pacific economies.
A STRATEGIC CHOICE FORAPEC
As noted at the outset, APEC member-economies face a strategic
choice between two broad options for promoting development cooperation
in linewith their agreedobjectivesandguiding principles.The choice,which
is not a mutually exclusive one, is between concentrating their collective
efforts on setting upa newAPEC as a catalyst toengage the privatesector
and optimizing the effectiveness of existing programs of development
cooperation.
APEC has already endorsed the PFP proposal from Japan. There is,
potentially,scope for adapting and refining the PFP to bethe sole channel
for implementing development cooperation activitiesendorsed collectively
by APEC members. There is also scope for creating parallel channels. In
addition,APEC is, directlyor indirectly,involvedin many bilateralprograms
and activities of regional or multilateral organizations already mentioned.
Many development-oriented NGOs are also active in the region and,of
course, the businesssector is becoming increasingly involved in commer-
cially viable activities which contribute to development, for example, the
construction or operation of economic infrastructure.
In 1995, the World Bank estimated that the developing economies of
EastAsia alonewould needbetween US$1.2and $1.5trillionfor investment
in economic infrastructure alone. This confirms that the total size of the
development task is well beyond the combined capacity of all APEC
member-economies, especially additional effort they can be expected to
make through new channels cooperation.
In this context, APEC's role in promoting development cooperation is
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new "aid windows," then encouraging others to bid for it by creating new
"aid-worthy" projects. At least two complementary efforts are needed to
create an environmentwherein:
• more of the vast pool of private savings being generatedwithin the
region is steered,through sensible policies and market signals, into
capacity-building investmentsto boost the growth potential of Asia-
Pacific economies; and
• all existing, as well as new, government-sponsored programs of
development cooperation support the objectives outlined above, in
wayswhich are increasinglyconsistentwith the sharedobjectiveand
guiding principlesof anAsia-Pacific modelof development coopera-
tion.
One task is to proceed in the direction indicated in the Osaka Action
Agenda to select and initiate some activities to be sponsored and funded
directly through APEC channels. The three essential elements to be con-
sidered are:
1. development of common policy concepts,
2. engagement injoint activities, and
3. continuation of policy dialogues toevaluate and review these
concepts and,activities.
.The nature of each of these elements is defined in detail in the Osaka
Action Agenda, PartTwo, SectionA, which setsout initial prioritiesforjoint
activities and policy dialogue in 13 specific areas, including many of the
examples of specific activities mentioned above. The commitment of 10
billionyen over fiveyears offersan opportunityfor initiating some activities,
including through PFP.
At the same time, once APEC member-economies have arrived at a
consensus on the objectives, guiding principles and priorities of an Asia-
Pacific modelofdevelopment cooperation,they will bealsobe in a position
to encourage cooperative activities through other channels which are also
consistent with the model. Such a complementary effort can, over time,.
achieve for all those involved an increasingly coherent approach to devel-
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region's potential for sustainable growthand can do so increasingly along
APEC's fundamental principles of mutual benefitand mutual respecL
The voluntary nature of the APEC process means encouraging pro-
grams controlled (either directly or indirectly) by individual APEC member-
economies to adopt jointly agreed objectives, principles and priorities
through persuasion, notcompulsion.Theshared experiencesofdeveloping
a commitment and strategy for facilitating and liberalizingtrade and invest-
ment indicates that building trust and consensus onguiding principlesand
objectives takes time. Several years and considerable patience will also be
needed to.encourage more of those involved in economic and technical
cooperation inthe Asia-Pacificregion toadoptthe objectives,principlesand
priorities which are progressivelymore consistent with the model of devel-
opment cooperation designedjointly by APEC member-economies.
At the outset, it may appear somewhat more manageable to concen-
trate.collectiveattention on new mechanisms, such as PFP,which are, by
their nature, bound to follow the shared objectives of APEC. However,it is
important for APEC to work on both fronts, since relying too heavily on
activities financed through new APEC mechanismscarries several risks.
One risk is that the range of activities supported directly through PFP
(or other mechanisms) will remain quite small,with token amounts commit-
ted by some participants. This would have negligible effect on member-
economies and would not serve to achieve a balance between APEC's
trade policYand development cooperation objectives.
At a time ofsevere constraint onfunds for development cooperation, it
isreasonably likelythat fundsfor cooperative activitiesthrough newAPEC-
sponsored mechanisms will be largely diverted from allocation to existing
programs.Somemay believethatshifting resourcesfrom existing programs
to support the shared cooperation objectives and priorities of all APEC
participantswill makethemmoreeffective.Ifthatisthe case,itwould appear
to bemore strategic for APEC towork collectively to enhancethe effective-
ness of all the cooperative activities they support, not just those funded
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In theory, that could be done over time by diverting an increasing
proportionof resources to supportdevelopmentcooperationto new APEC-
sponsored mechanisms. But this would lead, inevitably,to the creation of
an additional, large international bureaucracy. The task of managing such
a programwouldalso divertthe attentionofAPEC committ.e_es and working
groups from their originally envisaged role of policy-orientedconsultations
and risk the emergence of "donor" and "recipient" caucuses within APEC.
To manage these risks, APEC member-economies need to adopt a
realistic approach which recognizesthat meeting the challenge of realizing
the sustainable growth potentialof Asia-Pacific economies ismuch greater
than their own combined financial resources. In particular, the need for
investmentin economic infrastructureiswell beyond reachofthe combined
capacity of all their publicsavings.
This points to the need for a strategy in which APEC members would
not only see the collective challenge of development cooperation merely,
or perhaps even primarily, acting as initiators and implementors of new
projects through new APEC mechanisms. They can be more effective if
they perceive their collectivetask as carefullychoosing a limited number of
cooperative activities to be promoteddirectly byAPEC in order tocatalyze
more effectivecontributionsto meetthe overallchallenge from bothexisting
development cooperation institutionsas well as the privatesector.
Such a vision opens upthe option of making an effective contribution
to the vast challenge of realizing the economic potential of the region,
without the need for a new and larger APEC aid bureaucracy. Under this
approach, the broad, collective challenge for APEC can be described as
providingsomestrategic regionalpublicgoods.As seenearlier,one ofthese
would be to provide a policy framework which will help to ensure that:
• adequate privatesavings are invested in economic infrastructure to
boost the growth potential of Asia-Pacific economies, and
• all existing, as well as any new,government-sponsored programsof
development cooperation support shared objectives, principles and
priorities.ASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 35
The second regional publicgood that APEC can provide is leadership
by example. The clear definitionof the objectives and guiding principlesof
an Asia-Pacific modelof developmentcooperationand thecarefulselection
of a limited number of activities according to well-defined priorities and
criteria can setexampleswhich can betaken upbyothers. As notedabove,
there isalsoscope forcooperationamongAPEC member-economieswhich
can reduce impediments to others promoting suchactivities.
Setting such examples can be especially useful in the Asia-Pacific
region where there are several economies which, until recently, have had
quite limited involvement in development cooperation, except as "recipi-
ents." They nowstand readytomake substantivecontributions. Bydefining
an Asia-Pacific model of development cooperation, APEC can create an
environment which can encourage their contributions to be consistentwith
shared regionwide objectives and guiding principles.
In general, the new APEC process, and its success in establishing a
habit of consultation, now provides the opportunity to create a new culture
of development cooperation shared by all of the agencies and institutions
involved. That is a long-term task which needs to be tackled sensibly and
sensitively, in line with the voluntary approach to cooperation which has
already proved to beeffective inAPEC. This isan approachwhich respects
the autonomy of all participants to decide their policies, including respect
for how APEC members involve themselves in development cooperation.
Such a long-term strategy, of leading by example, can be summarized as
follows:
To intensifydevelopment cooperation in Asia-Pacific, in addi-
tion to collective support of selected cooperative activities
through APEC mechanisms, APEC can cooperate to:
• encourage additional private investment in economic infra-
structure to boost the growth potential of Asia-Pacific
economies, and36 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
• set positiveexamples and encourageall existing,aswell as
any new,government.sponsored programsofdevelopment





list of potential activities for economicand technicalcooperation. In 1996,
APEC officials are expected to sift through this listto selectsome activities
for joint support by APEC member-economies.
The initial sorting can bedone by individualworking groups, basedon
the prioritiesand criteria setout in this paper,backedby thecommon policy
concepts in 13specificareas. Some central oversightwill be neededto:
• ensure consistency,
• avoid duplication, and
• develop a small number of proposalswhich can be initiatedin 1996,
ratherthan endorsing a long "shopping list."
it depends on thpse directly involved in the APEC process to decide
whether such a coordinating role can be performed by an existing commit-
tee --some have suggested the Economic Committee. Whatever means
of coordination is adopted, the regularSenior Official Meetings (SOM) will
also need to take an interest in the initial developmentof a coherent APEC
strategyfor promotingdevelopment cooperationwhich avoids anover-con-
centration onAPEC'S own processand the emergence of a new bureau-
craticprocess. It isvital to payearly attention to integrating the roles of the
privatesector and other agencies.
ImplementingActivities
Activities endorsed forjoint Supportthroughthe PFP,or anyother new
APEC mechanism,will involve acombination of sharing information,expe-
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construction of new facilities. Responsibility will have to be assigned in
every aspect of implementation, rangingfrom feasibility studies, the selec-
tion of personnel and/or contractors, to tendering proceduresand monitor-
ing expenditures and achievements.
APECcommitteesand workinggroups wereset upasforafor exchang-
ing information and policy-orientedconsultations. The participantsin these
meetings do not necessarilyhave the skills and experience neededto take
on the responsibilities of project implementation. Even if only a limited
number of joint activities are initiated, there is some risk of a diversion of
effort and/or a further proliferationof APEC subcommittees responsiblefor
the day-to-day management of cooperative activities.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to recommend a way to manage
these risks, but consideration could be given to "contracting out" the
implementation of specific activities either to some existing development
cooperation agencyor to aprivateorganization.Considerationwill certainly
be needed in defining the responsibility, if any, of the APEC Secretariat in
monitoring the implementation of, and expenditure on, activities promoted
collectively by APEC member-economies.
Evaluating Performance
Oncejoint activitiescommencein specificareas, itwillalso beessential
to evaluatetheir effectivenessin terms of objectives and performance
criteria.This wouldappear to be one of the aims of the policydialogue
proposedin each area in the OsakaActionAgenda. The relevantAPEC
workinggroupsshouldbe ableto takeonthe initialtaskof evaluationand
reporting(possiblyindirectly) tothe SOM.
While itwillbe importantto monitor,thenevaluate, thosecooperative
activitiesimplementeddirectlythroughanynew APEC mechanisms,itwill
alsobe importantto assesstheextenttowhichsuchactivities areeffective
intermsof promoting the involvement and integration ofthe privatesector
and other relevant agencies in tacklingthe challengeof realizingthe
sustainable growthpotentialofAsia-Pacificeconomies.38 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
CONCLUSION
AllAPEC participantscancontribute tomaximizing the potentialofeach
economy for sustainableeconomic growth in line with their own priorities.
Such contributionscan bemadeby sharingexpertise, experience, informa-
tion and technology aswell.as by financing specific activities.
It ispossibleanddesirableto developaninnovativeAsia- Pacificmodel
of development cooperation which isconsistent with APEC's fundamental
principles of mutualrespect, includingrespect for diversity,mutualbenefit,
genuinepartnershipand consensus-building.Such cooperationcan realize
the potential of all Asia-PacifiCeconomies for sustainable growth by en-
hancinghuman resources,institutionalcapacity and technology capability,
foster a growing sense of community and contribute to achieving the
objective of free and open trade and investment.
As outlined in this paper, a precise definition of objectives, guiding
principlesand prioritiescan be used to devise a strategy for development
cooperationwhich neednot involvethe creationof a new"aid bureaucracy"
and can avoid duplication.
APEC member-economies need to see their collective development
cooperation challenge as more than simply initiating some cooperative
activities through new channels.Thetask before them isto select carefully
thosecooperative activitieswhichcan catalyze moreeffectivecontributions
to meetthe overall challenge from the privatesector and other institutions.
These would be activities which set examples to be followed by others
and/or reduce impedimentsto the more effectivecontribution ofthe private
sector and other agencies to realizing the economic potential of all Asia-
Pacific economies, creating an environmentwherein:
• more of the vast pool of privatesavings being generatedwithin the
region is steered, through sensible policies and market signals, into
capacity-building investments to boost the growth potential of Asia-
Pacific economies, andASIA-PACIFIC MODEL 39
• all existing, as well as any new,government-sponsored programsof
development cooperation support the shared objectives and priori-
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